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Safety & Rescue EQUIPMENT Pty Ltd 
HEIGHT SAFETY 

INSPECTIONS 

Did you know…? 
By law all height safety equipment needs to be inspected on a reg-
ular basis (in most cases every 6 months). Not just anyone can con-
duct these inspections. The Regulations require that competent, 
trained and experienced persons with knowledge and skills in inspec-
tion of height safety equipment conduct these inspections. SRE have 
internationally qualified inspectors ready to come to you.   

Why inspect? 
Harness, lanyards and      
permanently installed       
systems are effective in  min-
imising the risk of    working 
at heights. To do this proper-
ly they must be in good 
working order. To find out 
more about this or to arrange 
an inspection call one of our 
friendly staff on  

(08) 9412 8700   

What does Legislation 
say? 
 
OSH Regulation 3.51 
requires that fall injury 
prevention systems be 
inspected at regular   
intervals by a competent 
person. 
 
AS/NZS 1891.4 states 
that harnesses, lanyards 
and fall arrest devices 
should be inspected at 
intervals not exceeding 
6 months. 
 
OSH Regulation 3.53 
requires that permanent 
anchorage points be  
inspected at intervals 
not exceeding 6 
months    Mobile  

service  
vehicles means 
inspections can 
be conducted 
on your site 
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Do I need a height 
safety system on my 
roof? What does    
Legislation say? 
 
OSH  Regulation 3.49 
requires that each risk of 
falling from height be 
identified, assessed and 
reduced accordingly.  
 
OSH Regulation 3.55 
requires that if persons 
can fall 3mtrs or more, 
from a roof either edge 
protection (guardrails) or 
a fall injury prevention 
system  (harnesses,   
anchor points, static 
lines etc) must be used.      

Tagging 
 

SRE has refined the tagging of equipment.        
Insecurity of tags was the major problem in the 
past. This has been overcome with the               
introduction of SRE’s new ratchet tag / Log       
record.   

Anchor    
Points,         

Ladders, Static 
Lines, Guard-

rails, Platforms, 
Stairs. 


